EFIM Business Plan 2014 - 2016

By Frank Bosch - EFIM President
Function as the scientific committee of the internists in Europe
Perform research and publish
Prepare statements and resolutions and communicate these in the medical community
Seek to bring together European specialists in Internal Medicine
Provide information to private or public organizations about Internal Medicine
Establish links with young internists
Organize meetings and European congresses
Establish communication between specialists in Internal Medicine
Have a role in the creation of the new curriculum of Internal Medicine for the European Internist
Be recognized as the voice of Internal Medicine in Europe
Our Objectives

- Vision
- Strategy
- Plan
- Implement
- Become voice of Internal Medicine
Executive Committee nucleus

EFIM President
EFIM Secretary General
EFIM Past President
EFIM Treasurer
EFIM President Elect

Our Objectives:
- To promote internal medicine at EU level
- To successfully develop multiple activities

Future EC members:
Involve UEMS representative in the EC
EFIM Office opened on 1 September

Grensstraat 7
1831 Diegem (Brussels)
Belgium
Tel: +32 2 725 9424
Fax: +32 2 660 3821

Current Office Structure
- Aneta
- Accountant
- Lawyer
- Glocal Solutions - office
- Parthena – Social secretariat
- Other suppliers
- IT - Services

EFIM Office
EFIM office principal focus area:

- Support of EFIM Leadership
- Office administration
- Coordination of Working Groups and Subcommittee
- Finance management
- Membership management
- Conference Management
- Website management

EFIM Office
Aneta
Our objective is to build stable financial structure:

- Create finance working group
- Increase Membership benefits
- Pursue EU Funds
- Increase Institutional Membership
Our objective is to raise EFIM profile and increase website usage by:

- EFIM Website
- EJIM
- EJCRIM
- Build EFIM data base
- Introduce social Media
- Forums & polls
- Newsletters
- Links with other org.
- Smart Medicine
- Involve medical writer
EFIM Working Groups

- Professional Issues & Quality of Care
  - To improve professional quality of internists
  - Future of internal medicine in Europe

- Rare Diseases
  - To promote the awareness on Rare Diseases in Europe

- Exchange
  - Exchange of experience

- ADVICE
  - Raise Awareness
  - Implement EU practice guidelines on adult vaccination

- Competence / EBIM
  - EU Curriculum

EFIM Subcommittees

- ECIM
  - Identify strategy for organising high quality scientific event on IM

- Communication
  - Raise the awareness about EFIM

- EU Affairs
  - To identify strategies to represent national societies at EU level
  - To become the voice of Internal Medicine in Europe

- ESIM
  - Promote the school as EFIM flagship
  - Deliver high quality education

- Research
  - To obtain funds for research projects
  - To increase the visibility of research done by internists at EU level

EFIM Future Working Groups

- Overdiagnosis
- Overtreatment
- Multimorbidity and polypharmacy

Report in written to EC & AC members
European Congress of Internal Medicine 2016

Proposed Congress Format

- Create a high quality scientific event for Internal Medicine in Europe

- Possible destinations:
  - Barcelona
  - Amsterdam

- Preliminary dates
  - 23 – 25 September 2016
  - 22 – 24 September 2017

- Structure of the congress: 2 days

- To involve: exhibition, sponsorship, poster presentation

- EFIM President - president of the congress

- Minimum attendees - 300

Actions

1. Prepare timeline
2. Research key ‘competitive’ events in 2016
3. Prepare RFP & contact PCO’s
4. Draft Congress business mode
Relationship with other medical societies

- ACP agreement
- Smart Medicine
- ECIM support
- Numerous educational opportunities
- Progress EU Curriculum
- UEMS Council – present EU Curriculum
- Establish closer collaboration
Sun is shining over EFIM future!

Thank you